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Where should a 
cupcake be placed?

Prompt: Where 
would be the most 
natural location 
for a cupcake to 
be placed? 

Possible Answers: 
plate, table, ... 

GPT-4: plate

2. Reasoning 3. Locating

2D: (x,y) 3D: (x,y,z)

1. A white 
plate with a 
bowl of 
broccoli on it

2. A wooden 
floor with a 
headboard

 SCP: SAM + CLIP + POS
Image Tagging

RAM++ GPT-4V
        Used by
          OCTO+
Objects:
room, plate, 
table, 
office, ...

Noun Filtering

1. Image Understanding

SCP Objects:[plate, bowl, broccoli, floor, headboard, ...]
RAM++ Objects: [room, plate, table, office, ...]
GPT-4V Objects: [table, bowl, desktop, wall, ...]

Objects:
table,bowl, 
desktop, 
wall, ...

Fig. 1. Overview of various methods we experimented with, including OCTO+ ð. To determine where a cupcake should be placed, we perform three
stages: 1) image understanding: generate a list of all objects in the image (OCTO+ uses RAM++); 2) reasoning: select the most natural object with GPT-
4; 3) locating: locate the 2D coordinate of the selected object in the image and ray cast the 2D coordinate to determine the 3D location in the AR scene.

Abstract—One key challenge in Augmented Reality is the
placement of virtual content in natural locations. Most existing
automated techniques can only work with a closed-vocabulary,
fixed set of objects. In this paper, we introduce and evaluate
several methods for automatic object placement using recent
advances in open-vocabulary vision-language models. Through
a multifaceted evaluation, we identify a new state-of-the-art
method, OCTO+. We also introduce a benchmark for automat-
ically evaluating the placement of virtual objects in augmented
reality, alleviating the need for costly user studies. Through this,
in addition to human evaluations, we find that OCTO+ places
objects in a valid region over 70% of the time, outperforming
other methods on a range of metrics.

Index Terms—object placement, open-vocabulary, benchmark,
mixed reality, computer vision, LLM, vision and language,
natural language processing, augmented reality, multimodal

I. Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) holds the potential to seamlessly
integrate digital content into the physical world, necessitating
the placement of virtual elements in natural locations. The
population of 3D environments with 3D virtual content often
requires developers to specify a target location, such as a
“wall”, for each 3D virtual object, such as a painting. Then,
while the application is running, it will recognize and track the
specified location in the current scene, and anchor the virtual
object on it. However, there are many cases where adding
new virtual objects, including those not considered by the
developers, into 3D scenes is desirable. For example, this need
arises when applying custom themes for entertainment or other
applications that present modified realities, such as simulation

*Sharma and Yoffe contributed equally to this work

and training. Adapting AR content to different physical envi-
ronments often involves placing many virtual objects, making
doing this manually in every new environment cumbersome.
Some automated placement techniques exist; however, their
applicability is limited as they can not accommodate arbitrary
objects and scenes due to the closed-vocabulary nature of the
underlying machine-learning models. This constraint implies
that these models can only process a predefined set of words.

On the other hand, open-vocabulary models can adapt to
words not seen during training. We combine several models
to create OCTO+, a state-of-the-art pipeline and evaluation
methodology for virtual content placement in Mixed Reality
(MR). We build on OCTOPUS [1], a recently introduced 8-
stage approach to the placement problem. OCTO+ accepts as
input an image of a scene and a text description of a virtual
object to be placed in the scene and determines the most
natural location in the scene for the object to be placed.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold:
• We present the state-of-the-art pipeline OCTO+, outper-

forming GPT-4V and the predecessor OCTOPUS method
on virtual content placement in augmented reality scenes.

• We conduct extensive experimentation with the state-of-
the-art multimodal large language models, image editing
models, and methods employing a series of models,
leading to an overall 3-stage conceptualization for the
automatic placement problem.

• We introduce PEARL, a benchmark for Placement
Evaluation of Augmented Reality ELements.

II. Related Work
Virtual Content Placement: In the context of aug-

mented reality, virtual objects must satisfy physical and se-
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mantic constraints in order to appear natural.

In general, virtual content should be aligned with the natural
world and follow the laws of physics. For example, furniture
should either be resting on the floor or against a wall [2], and
objects should not float above the ground [3]. Evaluating such
constraints automatically is a difficult task because a unique
ground truth does not exist, and even if an authoritative ground
truth placement were available, simply taking the distance
between a proposed location and a ground truth location is
not a reliable metric. The quality of a placement location
also depends on many other factors, including viewing angle,
viewing distance, and object size [4]. To address this, Rafi
et al. [4] introduced a framework that predicts how humans
would rate the placement of a virtual object. The framework
makes these predictions based on the “placement gap”, which
is the distance between the bottom of the object and the plane
it is supposed to be placed on, and other factors such as
viewing angle, so it is meant to measure how physically real-
istic the placement of a virtual object looks. Our benchmark,
on the other hand, focuses on how semantically realistic the
placement of a virtual object is.

Previous work has also investigated how to place objects. To
position virtual interface elements seamlessly when transition-
ing between physical locations, Cheng et al. [5] introduced an
approach that discovers a semantically similar spot in the new
scene corresponding to where the virtual interface elements
were placed in the previous scene. To put virtual agents in AR,
Lang et al. [6] introduced a method involving reconstructing
the 3D scene, identifying key objects, and optimizing a cost
function based on the detected objects, among other things.
Existing work focuses on placing specific objects or operates
with closed-vocabulary choices. In contrast, we aim to create a
single pipeline to identify any object without special training.

Vision-Language Models: Many of the models we use
to automate the virtual content placement task are able to
handle both image and text, but historically, machine learning
models were typically either used on images or text. However,
both types of models can have similar architectures, such
as the Transformer architecture [7]. For a model to process
images and text, they must be encoded into the same semantic
embedding space, where similar text and images are close and
unrelated text and images are distant.

One way to “align” text and images into the same embed-
ding space is to use Contrastive Language-Image Pretraining
(CLIP) [8]. Given N pairs of (text, image), a text encoder
and an image encoder are used to create text embeddings
{t1 . . . tN } and image embeddings {i1 . . . iN }. The encoders
are trained to maximize the cosine similarity between embed-
dings ta, ia that originated from the same (text, image) pair
and to minimize the cosine similarity between embeddings
ta, ib where a ̸= b that came from different (text, image) pairs.
After this training, the encoders will map text and images into
the same semantic embedding space, which allows models to
take either images or text as input.

III. Method

We explored different solutions to the overall MR object
placement problem, which takes a camera frame and the
natural language phrase for an object as an input and produces
a 2D coordinate for the best placement of such an object as
output. We frame the problem in image space for generality,
as complete 3D scene models are not always available, and if
they are, a 3D coordinate can easily be obtained by ray casting.
While such object placement in a 2D camera frame may be a
simple task for humans, it requires understanding what items
are in the image, reasoning about which item in the image
the object would most naturally be placed on or nearby, and
finally, locating the item in the image on which the object
should be placed. These subtasks are shown in Figure 1, and
the next section will describe each in detail.

Stage 1. Image Understanding

Image understanding is the process of interpreting the
content in images similarly to how humans do it. In the context
of object placement in augmented reality, the image under-
standing stage focuses on identifying all the surfaces in the
image that virtual objects could be placed on. Image tagging,
or recognizing all objects in an image, can be approached in
different ways, including by using object-level tagging models,
image-level tagging models, and multimodal large language
models (LLMs).

Object-level Tagging: Object-level tagging entails divid-
ing the input image into regions of interest before generating
any tags. We previously introduced the OCTOPUS pipeline,
using three state-of-the-art vision and language models to
accomplish this task. First, it used the Segment Anything
Model (SAM) [9] to divide the image into regions that may
contain objects. Next, OCTOPUS used clip-text-decoder [10]
to generate captions for each region. Lastly, it used English
Part-of-Speech tagging in Flair [11] to extract nouns from each
caption. We will refer to the chaining of these three models
as SCP.

Tag Filtering: Some nouns found may have been
misidentified and must be filtered out before passing to the
next stage. This is because the next stage assumes that all
nouns given are represented in the image and are valid
locations for an object to be placed. We experiment with
multiple strategies to accomplish this.

• ViLT [12], a Vision Transformer-based model, is used
in OCTOPUS for visual question answering. For every
noun provided by SCP, the model is presented with the
image and the question: “Is there a noun in the image?”
Only the nouns that result in ViLT outputting “yes” are
retained.

• CLIPSeg [13] is a model that takes an image and text
query as input and generates a heatmap illustrating the
correlation between each image pixel and the text query.
CLIPSeg is run on the input image and each noun, and the
intensity of the brightest pixel in the resulting heatmap is
recorded. This intensity is then used to rank the nouns,



and the top-k nouns are kept, where k is a predetermined
parameter.

• Grounding DINO [14] is a model that accepts as input
an image and a text query (in our case, the SCP nouns
separated by commas) and outputs bounding boxes for
every object it found in the image related to the query. A
threshold t can be adjusted to exclude boxes that are not
sufficiently similar to any word in the query. We exclude
any bounding boxes that cover over 90% of the image
area, as these are typically generic words such as “room”
and do not refer to specific objects in the image.

All three of these methods effectively remove nouns incor-
rectly identified by SCP; however, they also risk excluding too
many nouns. There is a trade-off between filtering out nouns
not in the image and keeping valid candidate placement targets
in the image. In the case of CLIPSeg and Grounding DINO,
the values of k and t can be adjusted to fine-tune this balance.

Image-level Tagging: It is also possible to pass the entire
image into an image tagging model without dividing it into
regions first. One advantage to this approach is that the model
has access to the entire image, rather than just a tiny patch,
and can use that to identify objects better.

The image tagging model we experimented with is the state-
of-the-art Recognize Anything Plus Model (RAM++) [15],
which takes an image and a list of text labels (this list can
contain any words, including those not seen during training),
and determines which of the labels are in the image. By
default, the model is run on 4, 585 labels, and more can be
added if needed (we found these default labels to be more
than sufficient). We experimented with different thresholds for
a tag to be classified as being in the image. We also tried using
Grounding DINO as a tag filter since Grounding DINO was the
best out of the three filter options for SCP (Table I). RAM++
and Grounding DINO comprise the first stage of OCTO+.

Multimodal Large Language Models (MLLMs):
Multimodal large language models can accept images and text
as input, reason about them, and generate a text response. We
used two such models, GPT4-V [16] and LLaVa-1.5 [17], to
create a list of nouns by prompting them with the image and
the following instructions:

MLLM Prompt

User Prompt: Please provide a list of nouns (where each noun is
separated by comma, example: object1, object2, object3) that could
be used to describe this image. This listing should include where
common indoor objects could be placed. Only list objects which are
in the image.
Response: chair, table, ladder, monitor, speaker, rack...

Stage 2. Reasoning
The overall task for Stage 2 is to select the object from

the list produced in Stage 1, which is the most natural
location for the virtual object to be placed on. This requires
complex reasoning abilities. Large language models (LLMs)
have recently showcased exceptional reasoning capabilities for
natural language generation. We use LLMs and multimodal
LLMs to make this selection and take advantage of these
abilities.

Large Language Model: Both OCTOPUS and OCTO+
use OpenAI’s currently most capable model, GPT-4, to select
the target object on which the virtual object should be placed.
Chain of Thought (CoT) prompting [18] and in-context learn-
ing [19] are two notable techniques that increase the reasoning
abilities of LLMs. As a result, we use 3-shot prompting, which
means we provide 3 example questions and responses before
the actual question to better guide the LLM. We provide the
following prompt to GPT-4, with a temperature of t = 0.2
(square brackets denote additional or customized information,
omitted here for brevity and generality):

LLM Prompt

System Prompt: You are an expert in determining where objects
should be placed in a scene. You will be given a list of objects in
a scene, and the name of a new object to be placed in the scene.
Your task is to select the most natural location for the new object
to be placed out of the options provided. Write one of your answers
and write it exactly character for character as it appears in the list of
possible answers. Provide a one-word response. [Few-shot examplars]
User Prompt: Question: Where would be the most natural location
for a [object] to be placed? Possible Answers: floor, table, computer,
sink, couch

Multimodal Large Language Model: The original
GPT-4 model was not a multimodal LLM, so it cannot view
images. Therefore, it has to rely on the list of nouns from Stage
1 to understand the content of images. By contrast, multimodal
LLMs, such as GPT-4V, can take images as input and answer
questions about them. As a result, MLLMs can consolidate
Stages 1 and 2 into a single step.

The OCTOPUS paper experimented with visual question-
answering models, such as ViLT. These models were tasked
with processing an image and a text prompt that inquired about
the optimal placement of an object within the image. At that
time, the models frequently produced unsatisfactory responses.
However, significant progress has since occurred in the field,
so our experimentation now includes state-of-the-art closed-
source and open-source models, specifically GPT-4V (via the
API) [20] and LLaVA-v1.5-13B (temperature t = 0.01) [21].
We directly provide the models with the image and object to
be placed, prompting them to name where in the image the
object should be placed:

MLLM Prompt

System Prompt: You are an expert in determining where objects
should be placed in a scene. You are given an image of a scene the
name of an object to be placed in the scene. Please respond with a
concise answer, one or two words, naming the object in the scene on
which the new object should be placed.
User Prompt: Where would be the most natural location to place a
[object] in this image?

Stage 3: Locating
Once a suitable surface for the virtual object’s placement

has been found, the next task is to select a 2D coordinate for
the object to be placed. We explore two distinct strategies:

1) CLIPSeg As discussed in the Tag Filtering section,
CLIPSeg generates a heatmap indicating the similarity
between each pixel in the image and the provided text



query. We present CLIPSeg with our image and surface
selected in Stage 2 to determine the object’s placement.
We choose the location (x, y) of the pixel with the
highest activation in the heatmap. This is the model used
by OCTOPUS.

2) Grounded-Segment-Anything [22] is another approach
that integrates Grounding DINO and SAM. As input, we
provide the image and text specifying the surface chosen
in Stage 2. First, Grounding DINO identifies bounding
box(es) corresponding to the text. These boxes are input
to SAM, which generates a precise segmentation mask
around the object. The masks are consolidated into one,
and we select the point in the combined mask that is
farthest away from any edge of the mask. This ensures
that we do not select a point right at the edge of a
surface, which would not be very natural. This is the
model used by OCTO+.

We also examine performing Stages 1-3 in one step using
GPT-4V. We ask GPT-4V to determine the (x, y) pixel location
directly with the following prompt:

GPT4-V Prompt

System Prompt: You are an expert in determining where objects
should be placed in a scene. You are given an image of a scene and
the name of an object to be placed in the scene. Please respond with
the pixel coordinates locating where in the scene would be the most
natural location to place the object. The image is 561 pixels wide and
427 pixels long, and the top left corner is the origin.
Chat Prompt: Where would be the most natural location to place
a [object] in this image? Please briefly explain your selection and
enter the x and y coordinate locations in the format (x,y) at the end.
Example: The banana should be placed on the table. (173, 294).

One final approach to obtain the 2D coordinate for object
placement in an image starts with InstructPix2Pix [23]. In-
structPix2Pix is an instruction-based image editing model that
takes both an image and a text prompt specifying the desired
edit. Using Stable Diffusion, InstructPix2Pix then generates
a new image incorporating the edit. In our case, where we
seek to identify the optimal placement of an object, we prompt
InstructPix2Pix to “add [object]” and provide the input image.
Leveraging its image understanding and reasoning capabilities,
InstructPix2Pix generates a new image with the object seam-
lessly integrated. We then use Grounding-Segment-Anything
to detect the object and segment the region. To determine
the 2D placement coordinate, we select the bottom-most pixel
in the mask, considering it to be the location of the surface
beneath the object.

3D Location in AR Scene

Once the 2D (x, y) location in the image is identified,
the final step is to calculate the corresponding 3D (x, y, z)
position in the scene, which is where the virtual object will
be positioned in augmented reality (AR). To accomplish this,
we employ raycasting into the scene (executed by ARKit and
ARCore, supported natively in iOS and Android devices).

Fig. 2. Left: The 2D location in the image selected. Right: A screenshot of
the 3D scene with a virtual cupcake placed on the plate. Both the 2D and 3D
locations were found as described in the Locating section.

IV. Evaluation and Results

To determine which models performed the best in each
stage, we designed a series of experiments, one for each stage,
to compare the different methods.

Experiment Setup: A representative set of objects and
images is needed for meaningful and fair evaluation. We
limited our assessment to indoor scenes. By consulting LLMs
and optimizing for object diversity, we compiled a list of 15
common indoor objects: (apple, cake, cup, plate,
vase, stool, painting, lamp, book, bag,
computer, pencil, shoes, cushion, cat). This
step was decoupled entirely from the scene selection, for
which we randomly sampled 100 indoor scene images from
the NYU Depth Dataset [24] and Sun3D Dataset [25].

Annotation: We had two team members annotate each of
the 100 images with a natural and unnatural location to place
each of the 15 objects. For example, it would be natural to
place a cupcake on a plate, but unnatural to place a cupcake on
the floor. Team members also wrote a list of valid locations for
each object to be placed in each image. Figure 3 describes the
different placements. Any objects that were deemed unsuitable
or irrelevant for a specific image were excluded from further
analysis throughout the experiment for that particular image
(this happened in 573 of the 1,500 image-object combina-
tions). We also generated placement coordinates using random
point selection. Ultimately, we arrived at 927 object location-
image pairs for each of the three baseline placement methods.
These images and lists of valid locations for each object in
each image annotation are a part of the PEARL benchmark
and are used to evaluate all three stages.

Stage 1: Image Understanding Evaluation
Stage 1 must produce an accurate list of objects in the

image for the later stages to succeed. This means that all the
important objects in the image should be included in the list,
and objects not in the image should not. We consider objects
important if they are surfaces on which other objects could be
placed, such as tables, chairs, kitchen counters, or the floor.
In other words, the necessary objects are the valid locations
annotated as described above. Therefore, we compare the list



of objects generated in Stage 1 with the valid locations in two
ways:

• Exact Match (EM): For each object (e.g., “cat”) in
each image, we check if any of its valid locations (e.g.,
“couch,” “floor”) is in the list of tags

• Sentence-BERT [26] (sBERT) Similarity: For each ob-
ject (e.g., “cat”) in each image, we find the maxi-
mum similarity between any of its valid locations (e.g.,
“couch,” “floor”) and any of the tags. We do this using
sBERT, a modified version of BERT [27] that encodes
text into a semantic embedding space, such that the
cosine similarity between the embedding for words that
have similar meanings (e.g., sBERT(“couch”, “sofa”) =
0.856) will be higher than it would be for words that
have different meanings (e.g., sBERT(“couch”, “table”)
= 0.334). Using sBERT, we can reward methods that
generate tags with the correct semantic meaning.

We used these techniques to compute overall metrics for the
tagging stage using the algorithm shown in Algorithm 1, which
computes the average score for each image, and then averages
each image’s score to produce a final score. In addition to the
average number of tags generated per image, these metrics are
shown for each method in Table I.

Starting with the object-level tagging method, we found that
the unfiltered list of tags was very long (60.67 on average),
with many of the nouns being irrelevant or not in the image.
Out of the filtration methods we tried, we felt that Grounding
DINO with a threshold of 0.25 had the best trade-off between
keeping relevant nouns (the number of EMs and sBERT score
only dropped by a few percent compared to unfiltered), while
the average number of tags per image dropped by nearly 75%.
Taking the top-20 tags from CLIPSeg also performed well,
so we experimented with both of these in the later stages.
A trade-off exists where higher thresholds result in removing
more undesired words and excluding more target words. We
generally leaned towards less strict thresholds, as excluding a
target word is usually more harmful than including an extra
word.

On to the image-level tagging results, we found that
RAM++ with 0.8 times the default threshold, combined with
the best filtering strategy from before (Grounding DINO with
a threshold of 0.25) had the best performance of any Stage
1 method. Compared to RAM++ with the default threshold
and no filter, this method had much better metrics and only a
slightly longer average number of tags.

Lastly, we considered the multimodal large language mod-
els, which were prompted to generate a list of nouns in the
image. We frequently omitted crucial nouns in both models,
so we did not experiment further with their noun lists. Addi-
tionally, LLaVA often repeats sequences of words repeatedly,
making it impractically slow. This was not an issue with
GPT4-V, however.

Stage 2: Reasoning Evaluation
We measure the performance of this stage on the PEARL

benchmark by comparing the target tag T̂ produced a method

Algorithm 1 State 1 Metrics Computation
Require: I: 100 images
Require: T : model-generated tags generated for each image
Require: O: names of up to 15 objects placed in each image
Require: L: valid locations for each object in each image
E ← 0 ▷ Number of exact matches
S ← 0 ▷ Total sBERT score
N ← length(I) ▷ Number of Tags
for i ∈ 1 to N do

e← 0
s← 0
M← length(Oi)
for j ∈ 1 to M do

if Ti ∩ Li,j ̸= ∅ then
e← e+ 1

end if
s← s+max(t,l)∈Ti×Li,j

sBERT(t, l)
end for
E ← E + e

M
S ← S + s

M
end for
E ← E

N
S ← S

N

Models Exact Match ( sBERT ( # Tags "

Object-level Tagging
SCP (SAM + CLIP + POS) 0.734 0.892 60.67

+ ViLT 0.658 0.850 25.96
+ CLIPSeg (k=10) 0.439 0.698 10.00
+ CLIPSeg (k=15) 0.535 0.755 15.00
+ CLIPSeg (k=20) 0.634 0.807 20.00
+ CLIPSeg (k=30) 0.684 0.841 29.95
+ G-DINO (t=0.25) 0.712 0.852 16.04
+ G-DINO (t=0.35) 0.532 0.745 7.87

Image-level Tagging
RAM++ (t=0.8) 0.909 0.976 61.66

+ G-DINO (t=0.25) 0.865 0.942 18.51
RAM++ (t=0.9) 0.851 0.937 31.63

+ G-DINO (t=0.25) 0.812 0.923 15.67
RAM++ (t=1.0) 0.619 0.854 16.55

+ G-DINO (t=0.25) 0.610 0.834 10.84
Multimodal Large Language Models

GPT-4V(ision) 0.399 0.782 11.69
LLaVA-v1.5-13B 0.605 0.805 29.77

TABLE I
STAGE 1 METRICS. BEST IN BOLD, SECOND BEST UNDERLINED.

with the set of expert annotated tags T for each object in each
image. To measure the performance, we use two metrics:

• Exact Match: For each object in each image, we check
if the predicted surface T̂ matches any of the expert
annotated tags in T

• sBERT: To reduce how much we penalize methods that
select a word with the correct meaning but not an exact
match (e.g., “couch” vs. “sofa”), we record the maximum
similarity between T̂ and any of the annotated tags in T .



Models Exact Match ( sBERT (

LLM: Tags + Object as Input
SCP (Filter: CLIPSeg) + GPT-4 0.621 0.786
SCP (Filter: G-DINO) + GPT-4 0.630 0.791
RAM++ (Filter: G-DINO) + GPT-4 0.645 0.821

Multimodal LLMs: Image + Object as Input
GPT-4V(ision) 0.479 0.754
LLaVA-v1.5-13B 0.711 0.844

TABLE II
STAGE 2 METRICS. BEST IN BOLD, SECOND BEST UNDERLINED

We compute the average exact match and sBERT score over
each object in each image and then average over all images to
get a final score (there are 927 image-object pairs). We report
the scores for the five methods we tried in Table II. We find
that the SCP tags filtered with G-DINO perform better than the
SCP filtered by CLIPSeg with EM scores of 0.630 and 0.621,
respectively. Still, RAM++ outperforms SCP with an EM of
0.645 and an sBERT score of 0.821. In Multimodal LLMs, we
find that the open-source LLaVA-v1.5-13B model significantly
outperforms GPT-4V. Although this is the case, we find that
LLaVA is substantially slower (when run on an NVIDIA
TITAN X Pascal GPU) than GPT-4V, making it impractical
to be used in a real-time AR application. Furthermore, in
Table III, it is evident that GPT-4V outperforms LLaVA with
a higher score, suggesting that Stage 2 metrics may not fully
represent the overall task.

Stage 3: Target Locating Evaluation
Measuring the performance of Stage 3 is the most important

as it is the only way to evaluate the system end-to-end. Even if
the first two stages correctly select the target noun, determining
a natural location for placement is still required. Therefore,
we establish a robust evaluation procedure incorporating au-
tomated metrics and human evaluation.

Automated Metrics: The 98 indoor scene images used
in the PEARL benchmark came from the NYU Depth Dataset
and Sun3D dataset, which included segmentation masks for
many indoor objects. Some of the images did not come
with any segmentation masks labeled with any of PEARL’s
annotated ground truth locations for particular objects (e.g.,
“desk” and “table” segmentation masks were not provided in
an image for the indoor classroom, so we were not able to
evaluate how well an apple could be placed in that image). As
a result, we had to remove 152 of the image-object pairs from
the original 927, leaving us with 775 image-object pairs for
which we can compute metrics. Each pixel in the 561 × 427
segmentation mask was annotated with a value between 1 and
895, where each value was mapped to a unique label.

To evaluate how naturally an object is placed in an image,
PEARL combines all of the segmentation masks whose label
matches one of the ground truth locations for that object in
that image. For instance, a “cat” could be naturally placed
on a chair, floor, or couch in a given image. To obtain a new
segmentation mask, assigning a value of 1 in all valid locations
for the cat and 0 elsewhere, we consolidate the segmentation
masks for that image corresponding to the labels chair, floor,

or couch. In some cases, the segmentation masks had more
specific labels than PEARL or used synonyms, so we had
to change some of the labels in the segmentation dataset
manually. For example, we changed “sofa” to “couch” and
merged “coffee table” and “desk” into “table.” In total, we
modified 43 segmentation mask labels.

In the following descriptions of our metrics, we will use
(x̂ij , ŷij) to denote the 2D location that a model output for
object j in image i. When we refer to a “mask” for an object
and image, we refer to the set of valid locations for that object
to be placed in that image.

The first automated metric we define is the percentage of the
predicted 2D coordinate (x̂ij , ŷij) was in the mask. For a given
placement (x̂ij , ŷij) of object j in image i, we assign a score
of 1 if (x̂ij , ŷij) is in the mask, and 0 otherwise. We repeat
this for every object in an image and find the proportion of
times the predicted location was in the mask. We then take the
average of all images’ scores to compute the final IN MASK
score in Table III.

The second automated metric we define is PEARL-Score.
We observed that the IN MASK score does not consider the
distance between the point and the mask. In other words, if
the predicted location is not in the mask, it is treated the same
as if the point was on the other side of the image. In addition,
the score does not consider where the object is to be placed in
the mask. To humans, it is more natural to place objects away
from the edge of a surface. For example, one would not place
a “cup” on the corner of a table; rather, they would place it
where the “cup” is more centered and not at risk of falling.
Therefore, we designed PEARL-Score to be negative when the
placement location is outside the mask, and positive when it is
inside the mask. We give more points if the placement is well
within the mask, and subtract more points if the placement is
far outside the mask. We divide this into three cases:

1) Case 1: If the 2D Coordinate (x̂ij , ŷij) is in the mask,
we find the closest point (x, y) outside the mask. Then,
the PEARL-Score is the Euclidean distance between the
two points L2(x, y, x̂, ŷ) as defined in Equation 3. The
farther away (x̂ij , ŷij) is from the edge of the mask, the
higher the PEARL-Score. A point near the edge of the
mask would have a lower PEARL-Score.

2) Case 2: If the 2D Coordinate (x̂ij , ŷij) is outside the
mask, we find the closest point (x, y) inside the mask.
Then, the PEARL-Score would be −L2(x, y, x̂, ŷ). The
score is negative because the placement should be pe-
nalized for being outside the mask.

3) Case 3: If the 2D Coordinate (x̂ij , ŷij) is one the edge
of the mask, then the PEARL-Score would be 0.

The PEARL-Score can be summarized in Equation 1, where:
• S is the overall PEARL-Score on a set of N images.
• Mi is the number of objects being placed in image i.
• Vij(x, y) is the value of the mask of valid locations for

object j in image i at point (x, y). Its value is 0 outside
the mask and 1 inside the mask.

• (x̂ij , ŷij) is the predicted placement location for object j
in image i.
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Tagger V Filter Z Selector ✓ Locator * IN MASK ( SCORE ( MTURK ( EXPERT (

Baselines
——— ——— ——— Natural Placement 0.907 17.987 1.000 1.000
——— ——— ——— Random Placement 0.161 -106.113 0.467 0.040
——— ——— ——— Unnatural Placement 0.010 -176.375 0.167 0.020

Selected Tag + Image as Input
SCP CLIPSeg GPT-4 CLIPSeg (Max) 0.572 -20.730 ——— ———
� SCP ViLT GPT-4 CLIPSeg (Max) 0.588 -15.300 0.514 0.570
SCP G-DINO GPT-4 CLIPSeg (Max) 0.596 -13.005 ——— ———
SCP CLIPSeg GPT-4 G-SAM (Center) 0.613 -10.783 ——— ———
SCP G-DINO GPT-4 G-SAM (Center) 0.615 -6.464 ——— ———
——— ——— LLaVa-v1.5-13B CLIPSeg (Max) 0.649 -13.17 ——— ———
RAM++ G-DINO GPT-4 CLIPSeg (Max) 0.671 -4.185 0.547 ———
——— ——— GPT-4V(ision) G-SAM (Center) 0.686 4.317 0.580 ———
——— ——— GPT-4V(ision) CLIPSeg (Max) 0.692 -4.492 0.582 0.620
ð RAM++ G-DINO GPT-4 G-SAM (Center) 0.702 7.634 0.527 0.690

Object + Image as Input
——— ——— InstructPix2Pix G-SAM (Bottom) 0.283 -60.852 ——— ———
——— ——— ——— GPT-4V (Pixel Location) 0.321 -34.282 ——— ———

TABLE III
STAGE 3 METRICS. BEST IN BOLD, SECOND BEST UNDERLINED. ð IS OCTO+, � IS OCTOPUS

S =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1

Mi

Mi∑
j=1

(−1)1−Vij(x̂ij ,ŷij) · D(x̂ij , ŷij) (1)

D(x̂ij , ŷij) = min
x,y:Vij(x,y)=
1−Vij(x̂ij ,ŷij)

L2(x, y, x̂ij , ŷij) (2)

L2(x, y, x̂ij , ŷij) =
√

(x̂ij − x)2 + (ŷij − y)2 (3)

D(x̂ij , ŷij), defined in Equation 2, is the minimum distance
between the predicted placement location and a point on the
edge of the mask. The score for an image is calculated by
averaging the scores of all object placements within the image.
Finally, the overall PEARL-Score S is computed by taking the
average score across all images.

Human Evaluation: To verify the agreement of our
automated metrics with human preferences, we supplement
our results with a human evaluation. To gather opinions from
a general audience, we conducted an Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) study to evaluate OCTO+, OCTOPUS, and
three of the other placement techniques we implemented that
performed the best on our automated metrics:

• OCTO+: ð RAM++ (G-DINO) + GPT-4 + G-DINO
• OCTOPUS: � SCP (ViLT) + GPT-4 + CLIPSeg
• RAM++ (G-DINO) + GPT-4 + CLIPSeg
• GPT-4V + G-DINO
• GPT-4V + CLIPSeg
To evaluate each placement method, we used them to gen-

erate 2D placements for 100 randomly selected image-object
pairs. We divided the 100 images into Human Intelligence
Tasks (HITs), each containing five images, for a total of 20
HITs for each of the evaluations listed above. For the baselines
(expert unnatural and random), we only ran the assessment on
50 images, or 10 HITs.

In each HIT, evaluators were told what object was to
be placed and were shown two images side-by-side. Both
images were annotated with a red circle indicating a proposed
placement location. One of the proposed placement locations
came from the evaluated method, while the other was a natural
placement annotated by an expert. The evaluators then selected
which placement location was superior or declared a tie if
both locations were deemed equally appropriate for the object.
The evaluators did not know which method produced each
placement location.

To ensure our data was of high quality, we specified the
following criteria workers must meet to work on the task:

• Only allow workers with 95%+ HIT Approval Rate
• Only allow workers with 50+ HITs approved
• Only allow workers from regions in US & UK
• Added a sixth side-by-side comparison of an obvious

good vs bad placement as an “attention check”.

In Table III, the results of the Mechanical Turk study are
shown in the column labeled MTURK. Suppose a placement is
tied with a natural placement. In that case, it must be natural,
so to compute the metrics shown in the table, we added the
proportion of the time that the method in question won or tied
against the natural placement.

The results showed that GPT-4V with CLIPSeg as the
locator performed best, tying or winning against the expert
natural placements 58.2% of the time. GPT-4V with G-SAM
was second place, followed by the RAM++ variants (which
include OCTO+), with OCTOPUS (SCP + ViLT + GPT-4)
performing the worst out of the methods that we ran an
evaluation for.

Looking at our baselines, the expert unnatural placements
won or tied with the expert natural placements 16.7% of the
time, which is higher than expected and could indicate data
noise. We also performed an expert-level human evaluation
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Fig. 3. Comparative placements for one input image, and the prompt “Apple”.

to mitigate noise in the data. Two of our team members
evaluated OCTOPUS, OCTO+, the best performing GPT-4V
method, and the baselines (random and unnatural). The format
mirrored the MTurk study, displaying evaluators two side-by-
side images: one generated using the evaluated method and
the other annotated by experts with natural placement. This
process was performed on 50 randomly selected object-image
pairs for baselines and 100 for other comparisons.

The results show in EXPERT column of Table III, reveal
that in the judgment of the two evaluators, 69% of the time,
OCTO+ selected a location at least as natural as the human
expert selecting a natural location. Comparing this with GPT4-
V, only 62% of the time and SCP only 57% of the time did the
human experts select a natural location. The experts’ natural
locations won over the random and unnatural locations 96%
and 98% of the time, respectively, which confirms that they
were indeed appropriate locations the vast majority of the time,
demonstrating that it is tailored to human preferences and not
far off from the expert’s natural placements.

In summary, as documented by Table III, OCTO+ performs
the best in three of the four evaluation studies evaluated and
remains competitive in the fourth evaluation study.

V. Discussion and Limitations

While our method generally places objects naturally, it has
limitations. First, it takes up to 10 seconds to generate a
single placement location on an NVIDIA RTX A4000, which
means it is not yet truly practical in real-world applications,
in particular when making live queries with AR cameras. We
specifically tested it in such a use case (see Section VI below),
and the latency may pose an inconvenience to users. Addition-
ally, while our method excels at selecting the optimal entity
for virtual object placement and aims for a centrally located
point on the surface, the outcome is not always the most
natural. For example, it is conventional for people to hang
paintings at eye level, a consideration our pipeline currently
lacks. Our pipeline can also struggle when the surface selected
is a complex shape. For example, if our pipeline determines
that a cat should be placed on a couch, it will not consider
that the cat would most naturally be placed on the seat, and
may select a location on the backrest or side instead. This
could potentially be addressed with complete consideration of
the 3D model of the scene, which would enable us to restrict
placement locations to horizontal or vertical planes, depending
on the object being placed. Enhancing 3D reasoning with
vision-and-language models will eventually yield even better
results.

VI. Application
To demonstrate the practical purposes of our model, we

created an iOS AR application that uses OCTO+, as shown
in the right image of Figure 2. The app takes a text prompt
as input to convert this text prompt into a 3D model and
then places the model in the scene at a natural location. For
example, if the text input was “a cupcake” and the real-
world scene contained a pair of shoes, a backpack, and a table
with a plate on it, then our app would generate a 3D model
of a red cake and place it on the plate. We use ARKit [28]
to track the device and identify planes in the image on which
rays can be cast and SceneKit [29] to render 3D models. We
also have a backend where two steps are performed offline:

a) Object Generation: To generate a 3D model of the
text prompt, we use OpenAI’s Shap-E [30], a text-to-3D
diffusion model. Shap-E can take in any text as input, so it is
not restricted to a specific list of objects like a library of 3D
assets would be. Among text-to-3D models, we choose Shap-
E because it is fast (20 seconds on an NVIDIA RTX A4000)
and generates acceptable-quality models.

b) Object Placement: Our pipeline takes the camera
frame from when the user submits their input text prompt and
returns the 3D world coordinates to place the object. Once
the object is placed in the scene, the user can see it and look
around it. Multiple objects can be generated to give a room
a theme. For example, to create a Halloween-themed room,
the user could create pumpkins, skeletons, and candy. This
AR experience can enable users to design their own themed
virtual environments.

VII. Conclusion
We present OCTO+, a state-of-the-art method for placing

virtual content in augmented reality. OCTO+ outperforms
its successor OCTOPUS and the state-of-the-art multimodal
model GPT-4V in three of the four metrics observed in this
paper. The OCTO+ pipeline is built using RAM++ as the
image-tagging model, G-DINO as the filter, GPT-4 LLM as
the reasoner to select the best object in the image, and G-
SAM as the locator to choose the more natural 2D location.
The entire OCTO+ pipeline is open-vocabulary, meaning it
can be used to place any object in any scene out of the box
without any fine-tuning. We also present PEARL-Score, an
automated metric aligned to human preferences. PEARL in-
troduces a challenging benchmark in virtual content placement
in augmented reality.

In future work, we would like to accelerate further the
placement determination (which currently takes up to 10s) to
enable truly interactive Mixed Reality experiences. Also, we
are exploring relaxations of the placement phrasing, which
presently only considers placing objects on elements visible in
the picture. Other prepositions (e.g., “above” and “near”) could
be considered. Object orientation could also be specifically
specified and addressed (e.g. “facing the camera/facing the
window”). LLMs can adeptly manage complex, vague, and
multi-object spatial directives (e.g., “add paintings and poster
to this room” or “add Christmas decorations”). Future research
can extend their capabilities in handling such directives.
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